Executive Summary

When a member of Congress introduces legislation, the Constitution requires that legislative proposal to secure the approval of the House of Representatives, the Senate, and the president (unless Congress overrides a presidential veto) before it can become law. In all cases, either chamber of Congress may block it.

In 2010, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) created the Independent Payment Advisory Board, or IPAB. When the unelected government officials on this board submit a legislative proposal to Congress, it automatically becomes law: PPACA requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services to implement it. Blocking an IPAB “proposal” requires at a minimum that the House and the Senate and the president agree on a substitute. The Board’s edicts therefore can become law without congressional action, congressional approval, meaningful congressional oversight, or being subject to a presidential veto. Citizens will have no power to challenge IPAB’s edicts in court.

Worse, PPACA forbids Congress from repealing IPAB outside of a seven-month window in the year 2017, and even then requires a three-fifths majority in both chambers. A heretofore unreported feature of PPACA dictates that if Congress misses that repeal window, PPACA prohibits Congress from ever altering an IPAB “proposal.” By restricting lawmaking powers of future Congresses, PPACA thus attempts to amend the Constitution by statute.

IPAB’s unelected members will have effectively unfettered power to impose taxes and ration care for all Americans, whether the government pays their medical bills or not. In some circumstances, just one political party or even one individual would have full command of IPAB’s lawmaking powers. IPAB truly is independent, but in the worst sense of the word. It wields power independent of Congress, independent of the president, independent of the judiciary, and independent of the will of the people.

The creation of IPAB is an admission that the federal government’s efforts to plan America’s health care sector have failed. It is proof of the axiom that government control of the economy threatens democracy.

IPAB may be the most anti-constitutional measure ever to pass Congress, and it is therefore tempting to dismiss IPAB as an absurdity that the body politic will soon reject. Until that occurs, IPAB will potentially empower just one unelected government official to impose any tax or regulation, to appropriate funds, and to wield other lawmaking powers.
According to defenders of government-run health care, the problem is not government, but democratic government.

**Introduction**

Decades of centralized economic planning, through the federal Medicare program and other government interventions, have led to excessive health care spending in the United States and suppressed the quality of medical care. For example, Congress has proven incapable of containing wasteful Medicare spending. Medicare purchases medical care on behalf of 46 million elderly and disabled U.S. residents and is placing enormous strain on the federal budget. Annual Medicare spending is currently $555 billion, and the best evidence suggests that one-third of Medicare spending is pure waste. Yet Medicare spending per enrollee typically grows at an unsustainable 2.5 percentage points faster than U.S. gross domestic product (GDP), to say nothing of growth in enrollment.

Even Medicare’s defenders acknowledge it penalizes high-quality care and encourages low-quality care. Peter Orszag, former director of the federal Office of Management and Budget under President Barack Obama, notes that Medicare literally encourages unnecessary hospital readmissions by penalizing hospitals if they deliver high-quality care that reduces readmissions:

> Reimbursement from Medicare is still primarily based on how many services hospitals perform rather than on how well they care for patients, so hospitals are often financially penalized for improving value and quality. The Mount Sinai [Medical Center] program to reduce readmissions, for example, is costly for the hospital both because of the extra expense of running it and because fewer readmissions means less revenue. Ken Davis, the president and chief executive officer of Mount Sinai, says the hospital won’t be able to afford continuing the successful program if [Medicare’s] financial incentives remain so skewed against it.

As the largest purchaser of medical care in the nation, Medicare's perverse incentives shape the delivery of care to all Americans, even those with private health insurance.

These and other government failures seem impervious to reform. Medicare spending grows uncontrollably because, as one journalist puts it, “Congress has a record of ignoring or voting down many proposals to save money in Medicare.” According to Orszag and many other defenders of government-run health care, the fault is not in government itself, but in the fact that government is too accountable to the people. The problem is not government, but democratic government.

“Enter the Platonic Guardians”

In March 2010, Congress and President Obama enacted the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA, or “the Act”), which attempts to sidestep the obstacles the U.S. Constitution puts in the way of government officials seeking to direct the economy’s health care sector. The Act authorizes approximately $1 trillion of new federal entitlement spending. Congress financed roughly half of this new spending through provisions designed to reduce the projected growth in Medicare spending, including cuts in payments to health care providers that serve Medicare enrollees.

Since Congress frequently rescinds such cuts under political pressure from providers and Medicare enrollees, Obama, Orszag, and others prevailed on Congress to create a new government agency called the Independent Payment Advisory Board, or IPAB. The Act authorizes IPAB to cut Medicare payments even further than PPACA itself does. More importantly, Congress designed IPAB so that its decisions would automatically take effect, even in the face of popular resistance that would prevent Congress itself from enacting the same measures. Orszag describes IPAB as an attempt “to take some of the politics out” of government direction of the health care sector.

Instead, IPAB is an admission that gov-
IPAB is an admission that government has badly mismanaged health care. It’s also an effort to solve that problem by giving unfettered power to unelected government officials. The Act literally bypasses the constitutionally prescribed manner by which proposed legislation becomes law, the separation of powers between the executive and legislative branches, and the related checks and balances between those branches. The Act empowers IPAB’s unelected government officials to propose legislation that can become law without congressional action, meaningful congressional oversight, and without being subject to a presidential veto, administrative review, or judicial review. The Act even attempts to prevent future Congresses from repealing IPAB.

The Independent Payment Advisory Board is worse than unconstitutional—it is anti-constitutional. Congress’s legislative powers do not include the power to alter the constitutional procedure required for the passage of laws. Nor does it include the power to entrench legislation by preventing it from being altered by future Congresses.

**IPAB’s Structure**

When fully empanelled, IPAB will consist of 15 voting members appointed by the president and confirmed by the Senate. Board members may nominally serve up to two consecutive six-year terms. If a board member reaches the end of his term and the president declines to appoint (or the Senate fails to confirm) a successor, however, he may serve indefinitely. Board members will be executive-branch employees, with each earning upward of $165,000 per year. PPACA automatically funds IPAB in perpetuity, with an initial budget of $15 million. PPACA does not require the board to be bipartisan, as is required for most other independent agencies. The president could therefore use his power to make recess appointments to stack the board entirely with members of his own party. If recent history is any guide, the president could even make “recess” appointments while the Senate is not in recess.

**An Economic Dictator**

In some circumstances, PPACA vests IPAB’s vast powers in the hands of just a few unelected government officials. Though the Act allows as many as 15 voting board members, the board may conduct business whenever half of its appointed members are present, and may act upon a majority vote by all members present. When there are no vacancies, therefore, the board will reach a quorum whenever as few as eight members gather, and any five members could wield IPAB’s considerable powers. When vacancies do exist—before the president and the Senate put the initial 15 members in place, or when board members resign or die in office—an even smaller cadre of unelected officials could wield the full range of the board’s powers.

In some cases, PPACA vests IPAB’s powers in just one individual. If there are 14 vacancies on the board, the Act allows the sole appointed member to constitute a quorum, conduct official business, and issue “proposals.” The greater danger, then, is not that a president might pack the board with multiple party loyalists, but that he might appoint only one. Or none: if the president fails to appoint any board members (or the Senate fails to confirm the president’s appointments, or a majority of the board cannot agree a proposal) the Act authorizes the Secretary of Health and Human Services to exercise the board’s powers unilaterally. These powers include the ability to appropriate funds to her own department to administer her own directives (see Box 1).

**IPAB’s Mission**

IPAB’s stated mission is to prevent per-enrollee Medicare spending from growing faster than a specified target rate. Through 2017, that rate will be the average of medical inflation and overall inflation. Beginning in 2018, it will be the rate of growth of
1. IPAB Gives HHS the Power of the Purse

In certain circumstances, PPACA grants the Secretary of Health and Human Services the power to appropriate funds to that department, and empowers either the president or a minority of the Senate to trigger that grant of power. The Act requires that every IPAB proposal “shall include recommendations with respect to administrative funding for the Secretary to carry out the recommendations contained in the proposal,” and “shall include . . . a legislative proposal that implements the recommendations.”20 Absent congressional action, that “legislative proposal” becomes law. The act then transfers that appropriations power to the Secretary under certain circumstances:

If . . . the Board is required, but fails, to submit a proposal to Congress and the President by the deadline . . . the Secretary shall develop a detailed and specific proposal that satisfies the requirements of subparagraphs (A) [i.e., the power to appropriate funds to the Secretary] . . . and contains the information required paragraph (3)(B) [including the “legislative proposal that implements” those appropriations]].21

As noted nearby, the president could give the Secretary that power simply by refusing to appoint any IPAB members. A minority of the U.S. Senate could also do so by refusing to end debate on the confirmation of IPAB nominees.

the economy per capita plus one percentage point.

Whenever the federal government projects that per-enrollee spending in traditional Medicare (Parts A, B, and D) will grow faster than that target growth rate, IPAB must make, by January 15 of the preceding year, a “detailed and specific” “legislative proposal” that is “related to the Medicare program.”22 The Act requires the board to issue a “proposal” every year with only two exceptions: (1) when projected Medicare spending is less than its target growth rate, or (2) when medical inflation is less than overall inflation.23 The Act requires that those proposals “shall . . . result in a net reduction in total Medicare program spending . . . that is at least equal to the applicable savings target.”24 The savings target is generally 1.5 percent of total Medicare spending, but this is a minimum. The Board may “propose” even greater reductions in projected Medicare expenditures.25

If historical trends persist, IPAB will likely issue a proposal every year. Per-enrollee Medicare spending has historically grown an average of 2.6 percentage points faster than per capita GDP.26 The Obama administration claims IPAB might not issue any proposals at all, because the Congressional Budget Office projects that “the rate of growth in Medicare spending per beneficiary [will] remain below the levels at which the IPAB will be required to intervene to reduce Medicare spending” through 2021.27 Nevertheless, Congress appropriated $15 million per year for IPAB in perpetuity, reflecting Congress’ presumption that IPAB will act; the relevant projections will change from year to year; and those projections rest on the dishonest accounting required by the Act.28 Moreover, the Congressional Budget Office projects that IPAB will begin issuing proposals after 2021.29 Supporters further claim that IPAB may not issue a single proposal, because the mere threat of IPAB acting could motivate Congress to restrain Medicare spending. However, as we explain below, the Constitution does not grant Congress either the authority to endow an agency with IPAB’s vast lawmaking powers,
or the authority to bind future Congresses. Both components of this strategy—creating IPAB, and using it to force future Congresses to act—are therefore unconstitutional. The Constitution is not a hostage that one Congress can threaten to shoot in order to control the behavior of future Congresses.

**IPAB’s Powers**

The Independent Payment Advisory Board faces almost no limitations on its power to limit Medicare spending, reallocate Medicare spending, or regulate health care broadly. Beginning in 2015, PPACA gives IPAB the power to impose price controls and other regulations, to impose taxes (see Box 2), and—despite disclaimers to the contrary—to ration care for all Americans, whether the government pays their medical bills or not.

PPACA explicitly authorizes IPAB to cut Medicare payments to health care providers and private insurers participating in Medicare (including private drug plans), and to restructure the terms of Medicare payments from “fee for service” payment (where providers profit from providing more services) to “capitated” payments (where providers profit by providing fewer services) or some hybrid. Yet IPAB’s powers go further.

IPAB’s defenders note that PPACA explicitly prohibits IPAB’s proposals from directly rationing health care, raising certain Medicare revenues, increasing Medicare beneficiary cost sharing, restricting Medicare benefits, or modifying Medicare eligibility criteria. These restrictions, however, are not what they seem.

First, by carving out a discrete list of limitations on the board’s delegated powers, the Act implicitly gives IPAB otherwise unlimited power to exercise any enumerated congressional power with respect to any governmental body, industry, property, product, person, service, or activity. Aside from these limitations, nothing in the Act prevents IPAB from proposing any kind or magnitude of regulation or tax that is within the power of Congress to enact (see Box 2). Nor does PPACA preclude IPAB from proposing the appropriation of federal funds or the imposition of conditions on the receipt of such funds. The Board could propose, for instance, to require states to implement federal laws or to enact new state laws in order to receive federal funding. The Board need only demonstrate that its proposals and recommendations relate to Medicare in some undefined way.

Second, the explicit restrictions that PPACA imposes on IPAB’s proposals are illusory. For example, while the Act prohibits IPAB from rationing care, the Act does not define rationing. It instead leaves that task to IPAB and the Secretary of Health and Human Services and shields their definition from any meaningful review (see below). If IPAB and the Secretary adopt a narrow definition of rationing—say, that rationing only occurs when Medicare flatly refuses to pay for a given service—then IPAB could deny access to care as it sees fit simply by setting Medicare’s prices for certain treatments and procedures so low that no providers will offer them. This is hardly an abstraction. Under current law, by the end of the century Medicare’s prices for hospital and physician services will fall from roughly 66 percent and 80 percent of what private insurers pay (respectively) to roughly one-third of what private insurers pay. These current-law price controls could result in “a serious decline in the availability and/or quality of health services for Medicare beneficiaries,” according to Medicare’s actuaries. As many as 15 percent of hospitals “might end their participation in the program” before the end of the decade. (For further discussion, see Box 2.) As discussed below, IPAB can impose such rationing measures even when Congress would not approve them and would otherwise rescind them.

**IPAB’s Scope**

The Independent Payment Advisory Board faces almost no limitations on its power to limit Medicare spending, reallocate Medicare spending, or regulate health care broadly. Beginning in 2015, PPACA gives IPAB the power to impose price controls and other regulations, to impose taxes (see Box 2), and—despite disclaimers to the contrary—to ration care for all Americans, whether the government pays their medical bills or not.

IPAB’s defenders note that PPACA explicitly prohibits IPAB’s proposals from directly rationing health care, raising certain Medicare revenues, increasing Medicare beneficiary cost sharing, restricting Medicare benefits, or modifying Medicare eligibility criteria. These restrictions, however, are not what they seem.

First, by carving out a discrete list of limitations on the board’s delegated powers, the Act implicitly gives IPAB otherwise unlimited power to exercise any enumerated congressional power with respect to any governmental body, industry, property, product, person, service, or activity. Aside from these limitations, nothing in the Act prevents IPAB from proposing any kind or magnitude of regulation or tax that is within the power of Congress to enact (see Box 2). Nor does PPACA preclude IPAB from proposing the appropriation of federal funds or the imposition of conditions on the receipt of such funds. The Board could propose, for instance, to require states to implement federal laws or to enact new state laws in order to receive federal funding. The Board need only demonstrate that its proposals and recommendations relate to Medicare in some undefined way.

Second, the explicit restrictions that PPACA imposes on IPAB’s proposals are illusory. For example, while the Act prohibits IPAB from rationing care, the Act does not define rationing. It instead leaves that task to IPAB and the Secretary of Health and Human Services and shields their definition from any meaningful review (see below). If IPAB and the Secretary adopt a narrow definition of rationing—say, that rationing only occurs when Medicare flatly refuses to pay for a given service—then IPAB could deny access to care as it sees fit simply by setting Medicare’s prices for certain treatments and procedures so low that no providers will offer them. This is hardly an abstraction. Under current law, by the end of the century Medicare’s prices for hospital and physician services will fall from roughly 66 percent and 80 percent of what private insurers pay (respectively) to roughly one-third of what private insurers pay. These current-law price controls could result in “a serious decline in the availability and/or quality of health services for Medicare beneficiaries,” according to Medicare’s actuaries. As many as 15 percent of hospitals “might end their participation in the program” before the end of the decade. (For further discussion, see Box 2.) As discussed below, IPAB can impose such rationing measures even when Congress would not approve them and would otherwise rescind them.
# 2. Can IPAB Tax?

IPAB’s poorly constrained legislative powers raise a troubling question: could IPAB increase taxes? The answer is yes.

PPACA states that IPAB’s proposals “shall not include any recommendation to ration health care, raise revenues or Medicare beneficiary premiums under section 1818, 1818A, or 1839, increase Medicare beneficiary cost-sharing (including deductibles, coinsurance, and copayments), or otherwise restrict benefits or modify eligibility criteria.” Rather than a flat prohibition on raising revenue, this restriction appears only to prevent IPAB from proposing to increase revenues under those specific sections of the Social Security Act, which cover premium revenue under Medicare Parts A and B. Even if IPAB were subject to judicial review, federal courts likely would defer to IPAB’s and the Secretary’s permissive interpretation of that language. But PPACA specifically states that the Secretary’s implementation of IPAB’s proposals is not judicially reviewable.

Yet assume, for the sake of argument, that this language does prohibit IPAB from proposing higher Medicare premiums, or an increase in the Medicare payroll tax, or a tax on Medicare-participating providers (on the theory that it would reduce Medicare spending), or any other tax. What if IPAB proposed one of these revenue enhancements anyway? What would stop it from becoming law? Put differently, is there an enforcement mechanism behind PPACA’s prohibition on such proposals?

There is not. The Act exempts the Secretary’s implementation of IPAB proposals from administrative and judicial review, so no one could sue to block it. The president could not shelve it, because IPAB submits its proposals directly to Congress. If the Secretary submits a proposal in IPAB’s stead, PPACA requires the president to submit the proposal directly to Congress. The Act allows Congress and the president to block that tax increase by offering a substitute or by mustering a three-fifths majority in the Senate—but that merely shows that IPAB’s tax increases and spending cuts are on an equal footing. If Congress and the president fail to reject IPAB’s tax increase or to enact on a substitute, the Act requires the Secretary to implement it, with the help of funds that IPAB may itself appropriate.

Indeed, to enforce PPACA’s prohibition on IPAB increasing taxes, the president or Congress would have to violate PPACA. If the president refused to submit IPAB’s tax increase to Congress, or Congress and the president enacted a law with less than a three-fifths majority in the Senate that simply blocked the tax increase, or if a federal court chose to review the tax increase and struck it down, or if the Secretary chose (possibly at the president’s direction) not to implement it, then those government officials would be violating the law by ignoring the various statutory rules protecting IPAB’s proposals.

Consider another implication of the potential claim that federal officials can ignore the rules protecting IPAB proposals whenever they determine, in their judgment, that IPAB has violated limitations on its own powers. If that were true, then those officials could also block each and every IPAB proposal merely by declaring that, in their judgment, the proposal achieves savings by limiting Medicare enrollees’ access to care, and therefore violates the prohibition on IPAB rationing care. If Congress and the courts can block an IPAB tax, in other words, then they can block any IPAB proposal. That is inconsistent with the clear meaning and intent of IPAB’s authorizing statute.

IPAB can raise taxes as surely as it can alter Medicare payments. The Act creates an unaccountable lawmaking body, and leaves elected officials with little to stop it.
Board’s defenders typically speak of the Board as if it will only affect the Medicare program. On the contrary, IPAB will have the power to ration or reorganize care even for those who are not enrolled in government programs. The Act grants IPAB the power to regulate non-federal health care programs and private health care and health insurance markets, so long as such action is “related to the Medicare program,” “improves health care outcomes,” and serves IPAB’s other stated goals. IPAB’s ability to regulate private health care markets comes from the sweeping powers discussed above. Numerous provisions of the Act show this was also the clear intent of IPAB’s architects.

First, IPAB has a statutory obligation to “coordinate” its proposals and recommendations with studies of private markets and non-federal delivery systems. For example, the Act requires IPAB to produce a “public report” containing “standardized information on system-wide health care costs, patient access to care, utilization, and quality of care that allows for comparison by region, types of services, types of providers, and both private payers and the program under this title.” The Act requires IPAB to include in its reports “[a]ny other areas that the Board determines affect overall spending and quality of care in the private sector.” The Act then requires IPAB to rely on these reports when formulating its proposals.

Second, PPACA requires IPAB to submit to Congress and the president recommendations to “slow the growth in national health expenditures” and “Non-Federal Health Care Programs.” These include recommendations that may “require legislation to be enacted by Congress in order to be implemented” or that may “require legislation to be enacted by State or local governments in order to be implemented.”

Third, PPACA presumes that IPAB’s proposals will include areas of the health care sector that lie beyond the Senate Finance Committee’s jurisdiction, which encompasses Medicare, Medicaid, the State Children’s Health Insurance Program, and even the tax treatment of private health insurance and medical expenses. The Act alters Senate rules so that, when considering an IPAB legislative proposal, the Senate Finance Committee may approve legislative matters outside the committee’s jurisdiction “if that matter is relevant” to an IPAB proposal. If the requirement that IPAB proposals be related to the Medicare program meant that they would be confined to the Medicare program or even confined to the Finance Committee’s jurisdiction, then it would be unnecessary to alter this Senate rule. This language instead indicates IPAB’s proposals will affect matters outside of Medicare, and even outside the Finance Committee’s expansive jurisdiction.

Fourth and most importantly, the Act provides that if the Medicare actuaries project that the growth rate of national health expenditures will exceed that of per-enrollee Medicare spending, IPAB’s “proposal shall be designed to help reduce the growth rate [of national health expenditures] while maintaining or enhancing beneficiary access to quality care under [Medicare].” This is a clear mandate to reduce both government and private-sector health care spending. Indeed, the simplest way to reduce overall health care spending while maintaining access to care for Medicare enrollees is to limit spending on patients outside of Medicare.

PPACA’s authors had originally named IPAB the Independent Medicare Advisory Board. The reconciliation bill that amended PPACA changed the name to the Independent Payment Advisory Board, suggesting the law’s authors made a deliberate choice to grant IPAB the power to regulate beyond Medicare. Timothy Jost, a leading expert on and defender of PPACA, has written that it may not be possible to curb Medicare expenditures without addressing private expenditures, and that the board is likely to end up setting prices for all medical services.

A New Legislative Process

IPAB’s proposals are not mere propos-
PPACA does not require IPAB to hold hearings, take testimony, or receive evidence from the public.

Orszag, who is perhaps the foremost advocate of IPAB, explains that the Act vests IPAB with “an enormous amount of potential power”—in effect, the unilateral power to make law:

President Obama fought hard for IPAB, over strong opposition from Congress, which saw the board as usurping its power. When IPAB starts up in 2014, it will comprise an independent panel of medical experts charged with devising changes to Medicare’s payment system. In each year that Medicare’s per capita costs exceed a certain threshold, IPAB will be responsible for making proposals to reduce this projected cost growth to the specified threshold. The policies will then take effect automatically unless Congress specifically passes legislation blocking them and the president signs that legislation. In other words, the default is that IPAB’s policies... will take effect.52

Orszag notes that thanks to IPAB, “the default is now switched in a very important way.”53 The default has indeed shifted so significantly that it is misleading to call IPAB’s edicts “proposals.”

IPAB’s proposals will have force of law. The reasons for this are twofold. First, PPACA requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services to implement them. Second, it severely restricts Congress’ ability to block their implementation by rejecting them or offering a substitute proposal. These provisions will effectively make IPAB’s proposals law without the approval of Congress or the signature of the president.54

These provisions have the effect of insulating IPAB from any meaningful accountability to the people whose lives its decisions will affect.

First, PPACA exempts the development of the board’s proposals from the administrative rulemaking requirements that Congress imposes on other executive-branch agencies.55 Such requirements are essential to representative government because they are the only way the public can provide input, data, and analysis on whether an agency should reject, approve, or modify a proposed regulation. Congress passed the Administrative Procedures Act for this very purpose.56 However, PPACA does not require IPAB to hold hearings, take testimony, or receive evidence from the public.57

Second, PPACA authorizes IPAB to submit its proposals directly to Congress in a “legislative proposal.” When the Secretary develops a proposal in IPAB’s stead, PPACA states the president “shall within 2 days submit such proposal to Congress.”58 This requirement restricts the president’s authority under the Constitution’s Recommendations Clause, which states the president may “recommend to [Congress’s] Consideration such Measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient.”59

For example, in 2009, President Obama invoked the Recommendations Clause with regard to provisions of the Omnibus Appropriations Act:

Several provisions of the Act... effectively purport to require me and other executive officers to submit budget requests to Congress in particular forms. Because the Constitution gives the President the discretion to recommend only ‘such Measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient’... I shall treat these directions as precautionary.60

PPACA unconstitutionally attempts to deny the president his constitutional prerogative to use his own discretion as to what measures he submits to Congress.
After 2019, IPAB may legislate without any congressional interference.

Third, once a legislative proposal arrives in Congress, the Act protects it by codifying changes to the Senate’s parliamentary rules that limit the ability of the Senate—and thereby the House of Representatives, which must reach agreement with the Senate—to modify or reject the proposal before it automatically becomes law. These statutorily entrenched parliamentary rules include, but are not limited to, the following:

- The Act imposes parliamentary rules that limit each chamber’s ability to make any changes to a legislative proposal that would result in greater Medicare spending. To prevent an IPAB proposal from becoming law, then, Congress must offer a substitute piece of legislation that achieves the same budgetary result.
- The Act requires a three-fifths vote of all of the members of the Senate to waive the foregoing Senate rules.

If Congress and the president do not enact a substitute that reaches the same budgetary result, or waive the foregoing rules with a three-fifths majority in the Senate, then

### 3. In 2020, Congress Loses All Power to Control IPAB

PPACA requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services to enact all IPAB proposals with only three exceptions. The first exception is that the Secretary shall not implement proposals issued before the year 2020 if Congress supersedes them, which requires Congress either to enact an equivalent substitute or to muster a three-fifths majority in the Senate to block a proposal.

The second is that the Secretary shall not implement any IPAB proposal after the year 2019 if Congress repeals IPAB in 2017 through the highly restrictive process described below. If, however, Congress fails to repeal IPAB through that process, this exception prevents Congress from rejecting or altering any IPAB proposal after 2019. The Act clearly states that the Secretary must implement IPAB proposals issued after 2019, unless Congress both repealed IPAB in 2017 and supersedes the proposal at hand.

That structure may appear odd, in that it seems to imply that after 2020, a board that Congress has already repealed might nevertheless issue a proposal for Congress to supersed. The structure of this exception makes more sense, however, in the light of IPAB’s overarching purpose. If Congress fails to repeal IPAB through the prescribed process, then Congress loses its ability to alter or reject IPAB proposals, and the Secretary must implement all such proposals. This plain-meaning interpretation of the statute is consistent with PPACA’s goal of limiting Congress’ ability to interfere with IPAB’s lawmaking powers.

The combined effect of these first two exceptions is that Congress may amend or reject IPAB proposals, subject to stringent limitations, but only from 2015 through 2019. If Congress fails to repeal IPAB in 2017, then after 2019, IPAB may legislate without any congressional interference. The Secretary must implement all IPAB proposals as written, subject to the third exception, below.

The third exception applies in 2019 and thereafter. The Act directs the Secretary not to implement an IPAB proposal if the chief Medicare actuary projects the growth rate of per capita national health expenditures will exceed the growth rate of per-enrollee Medicare expenditures. This exception may not apply in two consecutive years. In all other cases, the Act requires the Secretary to implement all IPAB proposals.
IPAB’s legislative proposal automatically becomes law, and the Act requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services to implement it.\textsuperscript{66}

Worse, if Congress fails to repeal IPAB through the restrictive procedure laid out in the Act, then after 2020, Congress loses the ability even to offer substitutes for IPAB proposals. As explained in Box 3, in that case the Act requires the Secretary to implement IPAB’s proposals even if Congress does enact a substitute. To constrain IPAB at all after 2020, Congress must repeal it between January and August in 2017.

Finally, PPACA gives IPAB and the Secretary the sole authority to judge their own actions by prohibiting administrative or judicial review of the Secretary’s implementation of an IPAB proposal.\textsuperscript{67}

\section*{Shielding IPAB from the People}

Consistent with their attempts to protect individual IPAB proposals, Congress and President Obama went to extraordinary, unconstitutional, and even absurd lengths to try to protect IPAB from itself being repealed by future Congresses. The Act states that Congress may only repeal IPAB if it follows these precise steps:

\begin{enumerate}
\item Wait until the year 2017.
\item Introduce a specifically worded “Joint Resolution” in the House and Senate between January 1 and February 1.
\item Pass that resolution with a three-fifths vote of all members of each chamber by August 15.\textsuperscript{68}
\end{enumerate}

The president must then sign that joint resolution.

Whereas Congress can repeal any other federal statute at any time with just a majority vote in each chamber and the president’s signature, under PPACA Congress has only about 15 business days in the year 2017 to propose this joint resolution of repeal. Otherwise, the Act forever precludes repeal. Congress must then pass that resolution with a three-fifths supermajority by August 15, 2017, or the Act forever precludes repeal. Even if a repeal resolution should clear these hurdles, IPAB would retain its power to legislate through January 15, 2018.\textsuperscript{69} If Congress fails to follow these precise steps, then PPACA states the American people’s elected representatives may never repeal IPAB, ever.

\section*{An Implausible Reinterpretation}

The Obama administration has argued in federal court that the language concerning a repeal resolution merely “establishes one way for Congress to repeal the Board if Congress wishes the repeal effort to qualify for the expedited procedures established by that provision.”\textsuperscript{70} That interpretation does not square with the plain meaning or the structure of the statute.

First, the administration ignores the clear language of the Act, which states a “Joint Resolution [Is] Required To Discontinue the Board.”\textsuperscript{71} Not optional, but required. Only in Washington, D.C., could a statute stating that a “Joint Resolution [Is] Required To Discontinue the Board,” mean that a joint resolution is not required to discontinue that board.

Second, the anti-repeal provisions cannot plausibly be described as creating an “expedited procedure.” While PPACA does exempt a repeal resolution from some of Congress’s procedural hurdles, it also sets a higher bar for approval: a three-fifths majority in both chambers. Moreover, those exemptions cannot be invoked until 2017 and would have no force until 2020. (Box 4 explains the differences between “fast track” congressional rules, and the rules protecting IPAB.) Only in Washington could a provision that prevents Congress from introducing a resolution for seven years, and then prevents that resolution from taking effect for an additional three years, be described as an “expedited” procedure.

Third, the structure of PPACA clearly shows it attempts to deny Congress the
4. Far Beyond “Fast-Track” Authority

PPACA’s defenders claim that the Act’s limitations on Congress’s ability to alter and reject IPAB proposals, or to repeal IPAB, are no different from “fast-track authority,” where Congress provides for expedited procedures for committee and floor action on specifically defined types of bills or resolutions. The administration defends IPAB by likening it to the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BRAC) and the Congressional Review Act (CRA), both of which established fast-track procedures for Congress’s disapproval of agency regulations.

In reality, neither BRAC nor CRA has anything in common with IPAB in terms of purpose, policy, procedure, or the creation of a lawmaking entity independent from Congress and the courts. Moreover, both the BRAC and CRA statutes included provisions for congressional oversight and constraint, which IPAB lacks.

The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission

Congress established BRAC and charged it with issuing recommendations regarding the closure and realignment of military installations, through what the Supreme Court has described as an “elaborate process.” BRAC’s task did not even begin until after the Secretary of Defense prepared closure and realignment recommendations, based on statutorily set selection criteria, which he established after notice and an opportunity for public comment. Congress required BRAC to hold public hearings and prepare a report on those recommendations before issuing its own recommendations. The president retained the authority to decide whether to submit BRAC’s recommendations to Congress. Congress then had the opportunity to enact a resolution to disapprove the recommendations and bar the closures, under normal congressional rules and without any further action. PPACA contains no similar requirements for public input or presidential review of IPAB’s proposals before they become law, and it does not permit a simple congressional disapproval. Peter Orszag approvingly notes that Congress and the president will have less power to stop IPAB’s proposals than they had to stop BRAC’s proposals.

The Congressional Review Act

The CRA is also entirely different from IPAB’s enabling legislation. The CRA establishes expedited procedures allowing Congress to disapprove agency regulations. While it establishes a fast-track procedure for review of regulations, it does nothing to alter the administrative rulemaking process or judicial review of regulations; nor does it entrench regulations from repeal or amendment; nor does it condition Congress’s power to strike down a regulation on Congress enacting a statute that achieves an equivalent result.

The difference in the substance of the two statutes is no less stark. While the CRA protects Congress’s lawmaking power from encroachment by the executive branch, IPAB encroaches on that very power.

power to repeal IPAB outside of the “joint resolution” procedure. As explained in Box 3, the Act requires the secretary to implement IPAB proposals with only three exceptions: (1) if, in years prior to 2020, Congress supersedes an IPAB proposal; (2) if, in 2020 and thereafter, Congress has already approved the specifically worded and time-limited joint resolution of repeal and supersedes IPAB’s proposal; and (3) if, in 2019 Congress and the president will have less power to stop IPAB’s proposals than they had to stop BRAC’s proposals.
and thereafter, Medicare’s actuaries project that national health expenditures will grow more rapidly than per-enrollee Medicare spending.\textsuperscript{79} If the Act merely “establishes one way for Congress to repeal the Board,” then there would have been no need to list the second exception, because \textit{any} method of repeal would relieve the Secretary of her duty to implement IPAB proposals. Alternatively, the Act would have to include a fourth exception explaining that any method of repeal \textit{other than} the specifically worded joint resolution would also relieve the Secretary of this duty. Yet the Act clearly requires the Secretary to implement IPAB proposals unless Congress enacts the specifically worded repeal resolution within the statutory time limits.

The Obama administration’s reinterpretation of IPAB’s anti-repeal provisions is absurd on its face. Those provisions can have no other meaning than to prohibit Congress from repealing IPAB through any other process. If PPACA’s authors had their way, IPAB would be the most unrepealable provision in federal law. After 2017, Congress could repeal Medicare, but not the board it created to run Medicare. Congress (and the states) could repeal the Bill of Rights. But not IPAB.

\textbf{IPAB versus the Constitution}

As the foregoing analysis suggests, IPAB’s constitutional infirmities are numerous.

\textbf{An Unconstitutional Delegation of Legislative Power}

Congress’s attempt to delegate its legislative powers to IPAB lies beyond the legislative power that the people delegated to Congress through the U.S. Constitution. Article I, Section 1, of the Constitution states, “All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United States . . . ”\textsuperscript{80} The Supreme Court has explained that Congress may not “abdicate, or . . . transfer to others, the essential legislative functions with which it is vested.”\textsuperscript{81}

The Court has held that, while Congress may create administrative agencies and commissions, it may not yield to another authority the ultimate power to make law. The Supreme Court has indicated that the “true distinction” between legitimate and illegitimate delegations of authority is that an agency may not exercise the power to make law, but may be given the “authority or discretion as to its execution, to be exercised under and in pursuance of the law,”\textsuperscript{82} This is a distinction “of degree,”\textsuperscript{83} and “varies according to the scope of the power congressionally conferred.”\textsuperscript{84} In other words, the broader the authority conferred on an agency, the more tightly it must be bound by legislative, judicial, or executive oversight, and the more precise and narrow its instructions from Congress must be.

Accordingly, the Supreme Court has held that the legislative power of Congress does not include the power to delegate legislative authority to an executive agency unless Congress provides an “intelligible principle” that constrains the exercise of such authority.\textsuperscript{85} This intelligible-principle test is one that examines the totality of the circumstances, “standards, definitions, context, and reference to past administrative practice” in the statute empowering the agency in order to determine whether the agency’s decisionmaking is properly guided and confined.\textsuperscript{86}

Congress’s unprecedented delegation of legislative power to IPAB fails this test. The Act provides almost no limit on IPAB’s legislative powers, and no intelligible standard constraining the exercise of those powers. While the absence of judicial review and rulemaking requirements do not in themselves make IPAB unconstitutional under the intelligible principles test, they are factors the Supreme Court has used to analyze the constitutionality of congressional delegation. In \textit{J. W. Hampton v. United States}, the Court upheld a delegation to the Tariff Commission in part because the agency is-
sued recommendations only after giving notice and an opportunity to be heard.\textsuperscript{87} Likewise, in \textit{Mistretta v. United States}, the Court emphasized that the Sentencing Commission engaged in Administrative Procedures Act notice-and-comment rulemaking and was fully accountable to Congress, “which can revoke or amend any or all of the [Commission’s] Guidelines as it sees fit either within the 180-day waiting period . . . or at any time.”\textsuperscript{88} The Independent Payment Advisory Board need not engage in notice-and-comment rulemaking, and PPACA constrains Congress’s ability to revoke or amend IPAB’s edicts.

Not long ago, Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia predicted that, unless courts rigorously enforce the constitutional prohibition on delegations of legislative power, Congress could create:

“expert” bodies, insulated from the political process, to which Congress will delegate various portions of its lawmaking responsibility. How tempting to create an expert Medical Commission (mostly M.D.s, with perhaps a few Ph.D.s in moral philosophy) to dispose of such thorny, “no-win” political issues as the withholding of life-support systems in federally funded hospitals. The only governmental power the Commission possesses is the power to make law; and it is not the Congress.\textsuperscript{89}

What Justice Scalia foresaw now exists in IPAB.

\textbf{Separation of Powers Doctrine Protects Liberty}

The Separation of Powers doctrine also denies Congress the authority to establish IPAB. The Constitution’s system of checks and balances among the legislature, the executive, and the judiciary exists to protect freedom.\textsuperscript{90} As the Supreme Court recently wrote, “Separation-of-powers principles are intended, in part, to protect each branch of government from incursion by others. Yet the dynamic between and among the branches is not the only object of the Constitution’s concern. The structural principles secured by the separation of powers protect the individual as well.”\textsuperscript{91}

The following factors exhibit an unprecedented violation of that doctrine. The Independent Payment Advisory Board is an executive agency that possesses legislative powers. The Act delegates these legislative powers to IPAB, and potentially to a single individual, without an intelligible standard. The Board’s legislative powers are subject neither to the Administrative Procedures Act’s rulemaking requirements, nor to administrative or judicial review, nor to any meaningful congressional review. Congressional review is not meaningful because PPACA severely limits Congress’ ability to alter or amend IPAB’s proposals. The Act curtails the president’s constitutional authority to recommend only such measures as he considers expedient. The Act requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services to implement these legislative proposals without regard for congressional or presidential approval. Congress may only stop IPAB from issuing self-executing legislative proposals if three-fifths of all sworn members of Congress pass a joint resolution to dissolve IPAB during a short window in 2017. Even then, IPAB’s enabling statute dictates the terms of its own repeal, and it continues to grant IPAB the power to legislate for six months after Congress repeals it. If Congress fails to repeal IPAB through this process, then Congress can never again alter or reject IPAB’s proposals.

These factors in their totality reveal an unprecedented delegation of legislative, executive, and judicial authority in violation of the Separation of Powers doctrine.

\textbf{Amending the Constitution by Statute}

The Independent Payment Advisory Board’s anti-repeal provisions are so unconstitutional as to be absurd. They would deny future Congresses their basic legis-
In his 1944 book *The Road to Serfdom*, Hayek explained how government planning of the economy leads to authoritarian forms of government such as IPAB.

The federal government’s attempts to direct America’s health care sector, up to and including IPAB, closely track the predictions Nobel laureate economist Friedrich Hayek made in his 1944 book *The Road to Serfdom*. Hayek explained how government planning of the economy leads to frustration with democracy and support for authoritarian forms of government such as IPAB:

> It may be the unanimously expressed will of the people that its parliament should prepare a comprehensive economic plan, yet neither the people nor its representatives need therefore be able to agree on any particular plan. The inability of democratic assemblies to carry out what seems to be a clear mandate of the people will inevitably cause dissatisfaction with democratic institutions. Parliaments come to be regarded as ineffective “talking shops,” unable or incompetent to carry out the tasks for which they have been chosen. The conviction grows that if efficient planning is to be done, the direction must be “taken out of politics” and placed in the hands of experts—permanent officials or independent autonomous bodies…

The delegation of particular technical tasks to separate bodies, while a regular feature, is yet only the first step in the process whereby a democracy which embarks on planning progressively relinquishes its powers.

Nearly eight decades before Peter Orszag argued that IPAB would “take some of the politics out” of government-run health care, Hayek presaged Orszag’s argument almost verbatim.

Hayek then explained why authoritarian lawmaker bodies will do no better a job of directing the economy than democratic ones:
The expedient of delegation cannot really remove the causes which make all the advocates of comprehensive planning so impatient with the impotence of democracy . . . [A]greement that planning is necessary, together with the inability of democratic assemblies to produce a plan, will evoke stronger and stronger demands that the government or some single individual should be given powers to act on their own responsibility. The belief is becoming more and more widespread that, if things are to get done, the responsible authorities must be freed from the fetters of democratic procedure.

The cry for an economic dictator is a characteristic stage in the movement toward planning.¹⁰⁰

Those cries, Hayek wrote, will sometimes carry the day.¹⁰¹ Advocates of government direction of the economy turn against democracy precisely because democracy “is an obstacle to the suppression of freedom which the direction of economic activity requires.”¹⁰²

Modern Authoritarianism

Compare Hayek’s predictions to current proposals offered by advocates of government direction of the economy. In 2008, former Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle (D-SD) proposed an unelected “Federal Health Board” similar to IPAB, whose “recommendations would have teeth.”¹⁰³ Such a board is necessary because:

[While] there is a general agreement on basic reform principles . . . the traditional legislative process has failed to deliver . . . Professional expertise and trustworthiness—these are qualities that Congress lacks when it comes to health care . . . In Congress, every decision is political . . . There is a strong argument to be made that appointed experts, proceeding in a deliberate, sometimes plodding way, would make better health-care decisions than politicians . . . [H]ealth-care policy shouldn’t be subject to the whims of subcommittee chairmen and special interests . . . After nearly a century of failure, it’s time to try another way.”¹⁰⁴

Under Daschle’s proposal, Congress could overturn Federal Health Board decisions or abolish the board at any time. In other words, IPAB is more authoritarian—has more “teeth”—than even Daschle recommended.

University of Chicago public health professor Harold Pollack sees IPAB as progress because “we must reduce congressional micromanagement of Medicare policy” in favor of “a more centralized approach.” Pollack concludes, “Despite many reasons for caution . . . I’m becoming more of a believer in an imperial presidency in domestic policy. Congress seems too screwed up and fragmented to address our most pressing problems.”¹⁰⁵ Note that it would be easier to remove an “imperial president” that IPAB’s members.

In an article titled, “Why We Need Less Democracy,” Peter Orszag writes, “What we need . . . are ways around our politicians.”¹⁰⁶ Like Daschle and Pollack, Orszag does not mean that we, the people should have more freedom to make our own decisions. Orszag’s we refers to government “experts,” who should have more power to impose their decisions on the people without the people’s desires getting in the way. The problem with representative government, in Orszag’s estimation, is the representative part:

In other words, radical as it sounds, we need to counter the gridlock of our political institutions by making them a bit less democratic . . . I believe that we need to jettison the Civics 101 fairy tale about pure representative democracy and instead begin to build a new set of rules and institutions that would make legislative inertia less detrimental to our nation’s long-term health.¹⁰⁷

These new rules include “creating more in-
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Independent Payment Advisory Board are not merely unconstitutional—they are anti-constitutional. The Board is an unelected and unaccountable lawmaking body. It possesses unprecedented power to make laws free of any meaningful oversight. It is “independent” in the worst sense of the word: independent of Congress, independent of the president, independent of the judiciary, and independent of the will of the people. Through this Act, Congress and President Obama attempted to rewrite multiple provisions of the Constitution, to deny future Congresses their powers under the Constitution, to deny current and future voters their right to alter and abolish unjust laws, and to deny the judiciary its role as a check against unjust laws. If IPAB survives—if Congress and President Obama succeed in amending various provisions of the U.S. Constitution by statute—then the United States will have a Constitution in name only. The United States will have become a de facto majoritarian democracy or worse, in which the majority always has the option of surrendering even more power to unelected bureaucrats, but not necessarily the option of reclaiming it. Congress, not the Constitution, will define the limits of its own power. Congress will vest whatever powers its majorities choose in whatever individuals they deem fit. The Independent Payment Advisory Board poses a threat to the U.S. Constitution and representative government that transcends party and ideology, and that has earned IPAB opponents of all political stripes.

Among the many legal challenges to PPACA is Coons v. Geithner, a lawsuit challenging IPAB as an unconstitutional delegation of Congress’s lawmaking authority. But Congress need not wait for the courts to strike down IPAB. It can assert the powers that PPACA purports to deny it by repealing IPAB. Legislation to repeal the board has garnered 235 cosponsors in the House.
of Representatives—a majority of the House, including 20 Democrats. A modified version of that bill passed the House with 223 votes (including seven Democrats), and the House has voted to repeal PPACA in its entirety.

It is tempting to dismiss IPAB as an absurdity that the body politic will soon reject. Unless and until that occurs, IPAB will empower as few as one unelected government official to ration health care to all Americans; to impose any tax or regulation; to appropriate funds; and to wield many other lawmaking powers.
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